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ABSTRACT 

Understanding the exceptional significance of mining industry in the life of the modern society as well as necessity of ensuring its 
sustainable development in a way that the benefits produced today by the mining industry would stay as a reliable property for 
current and future generations with minimal level of negative environmental and social consequences as result of this industry’s 
activities. The authors of this article developed a methodology for solving the above-mentioned issues with the help of ecological-
geochemical research based on examples of hydrothermal gold deposits. 
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halos of chemical elements.  
 

INTRODUCTION 

One of the effective ways of reaching sustainable development of mining industry is a large scale implementation of 
geochemical methods of the exploration of ore bodies and deposits in the practice of geological prospecting work. 
Geochemical sampling of the area of prospecting works is being performed not only at the fields of the pinnacle of ore 
mineralization   but also within more significant fields, where the barren zones of the disseminated ore mineralization 
developed in the bedding rocks, as well as  edging ''blind'' ore bodies  of primary geochemical halos, are being 
distructed during the soil formation  process forming geochemical anomalies of geogenic nature of notable size on the 
surface [2, 5]. 
The purpose of such a wide reach is the revealing of ''blind'' ore bodies and revealing geochemical anomalies of 
geogenic character.  
 

Geological Structure of Research 

Pkhrut mineralization  of uranium located in the Kapan region of the Republic of Armenia, in the area of Okhchin ore 
field of Kajaran ore region. Uranium mineralization of veined character is localized in the biotite quartz cherts and 
argillizated rocks coinciding with the exocontact of Meghri intrusive in Okhchi tectonic zone (Debaklin fault). 
 
 

MATERIALS  AND  METHODS 

The revealing of ''blind'' ore bodies  development of which is the future of mining enterprises and is a positive factor for 
stable development of mining industry as where there is an infrastructure established for the development of the 
exposed ore bodies the development of the ‘blind’ ones will be possible. 
In addition, the examined geogenic anomalies harm nature as in its essence they are ore mineralisations containing wide 
set of chemical elements being corroded in the oxidized zone during soil formation. . It is evident that the suggestion of 
including ecological approach to the geochemical prospecting works does not mean capturing this aspect of work from 
the professional ecologists but helping them to study more deeply the processes of environmental pollution and which is 
more important avoiding the mistakes while examining technical pollutions related to the working mining companies, 
particularly in the space differentiation of geogenic (natural) and tecnogenic (antropogenic) anomalies. We should 
mention that such a collaborative work of ecologists and geochemists of the geological profile not only increases the 
effectiveness of environment protection works but also contributes the stable development of the mining industry, first 
of all thanks to team-work of ecologists and geochemists [1,3,4]. In addition, the expenses of joint ecological-
geochemical research of ore regions by the above mentioned scheme will be minimal as the most expensive part of such 
kind of works which is the geochemical sampling of the significant territories is being fulfilled first of all for geological 
exploration  work.         
The other factor of the stable development of the mining industry is surely the long-term effective work of mining 
industries. As experience of the prospecting work shows, the development and implementation of methods of 
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geochemical search of the ore deposits in the exploration and mining works developed by S.V. Grigoryan and his 
colleagues allows to extend significantly the exploitation of ore deposits first of all by the purposeful accrue of reserves 
of the ores of active deposits by revealing slightly eroded and blinded ore bodies within ore fields and regions of the 
exploitation of deposits. Geochemical modeling by  
S.V. Grigoryan of numerous gold deposits allowed revealing the contrast vertcial geochemical zoning of the primary 
halos with the help of which the erosional level of geochmeical anomalies is defined. 
With the help of vertical geochemical zoning of the primary halos [2] by the results of the geochemical sampling of the 
area subject to exploration   it becomes possible to single out the folowing types of anomalies: above-ore (blind ore 
body), upper-ore(fixing slightly eroded of the upper parts of ore bodies), lower-ore (the main part of the ore bodies and 
deposits is destructed by erosion). These anomalies are the indicators of the ore bodies which are subject to exploitation. 
The second group of anomlaies revealed using vertical geochemical zoning of primary halos consists of two subgroups: 
the first subgroup is presented by the root sections of the ore bodies and sub-ore halos. This group of anomalies is 
usually very deceptive and are usually regarded as a perspective zone of mineralization, as the destroyed ore body forms 
high-contrast anomalies. Only geochemical estimation of the level of the erosional destruction allows in such conditions 
to estimate the lack of perspetivity of such zones as a result of the detruction of the ore bodies. 
The second group of non-perspective anomalies is represented by the zones of the disseminated ore mineralization 
widely developed in any   ore field. Examination of such kind of anomalies forming  geogenic anomalies of notable size 
on the surface is effectively carried out by using vertical geochemical zoning of the primary halos of ore bodies. Zones 
of ore mineralizations (ZOM) are azonal: the value of the multiplicative coefficient of the vertical geochemical zoning 
of the given type of mineralization varies slightly and fixes the level of ore bodies vertically along the entire length. 
This law is successfully used in geochemical exploration for the fixation and exclusion from the perspective anomalies 
of zones of ore mineralization where industrial concentrations of the main ore components are lacking. Enormous 
practical importance of the given criteria of identification of zones of ore mineralaization will become obvious taking 
into consideration the development of numerous ZOM in all the ore fields.  
The vertical geochemical zoning of the primary halos of hydrothermal gold deposits as experience of the authors shows 
is successfully applied for the exploration of slightly eroded and blind ore bodies but also for revealing and excluding 
ground surface deeply eroded ore bodies from the ones being prospected for deepness.  
 
 

RESULTS 

As a result of the geochemical sampling of the residual and talus deposits carried out in Pkhrut ore field for the 
exploration of uranium deposits together with the  already known uranium anomalies first time for the given ore field 
there were revealed anomalies of gold of significant size(Fig. 1), as well as pathfinder elements. This map as well as the 
maps of the pathfinder-elements demonstrate that geogenic anomalies cover the major part of the sampled area 
confirming the above mentioned confirmation of the sizable role of the geogenic anomalies in the pollution of 
environment by chemical elements. It is important to mention that geogenic anomalies of the gold ore fields are 
essentially smaller in size than the other types of the ore fields. In Fig. 2, the contours of the probable ore bodies 
containing gold in the samples of the bed rocks, as well as medium degree of the erosional level of  the ore bodies are 
shown. However, it must be taken into consideration that the final assessment of the degree of the erosional level may 
be defined only after sampling of bed rocks.  
It is obvious that timely and safe solution of this problem may also have an important significance for securing stable 
development of the trace processes , exploration and exploitation of ore deposits. For the demonstration of the 
truthfulness  of these ideas, the experience of such works accomplished under the scientific management of the S.V. 
Grigoryan at Buzuluk mineralization located 30 km southeast of the settlement Harvana  (approximately 90 km 
southeast of the border station Julfa, Iran) is considered below.  
The gold ore field mineralization of the described ore occurrence is revealed at the territory of the development of 
cretaceous flushoid rocks breached and changed by intrusions and dikes of granodiorite-porphyrite and porphyrite 
greenstones. The high bareness of the ore-bearing rocks allowed carrying out exploration of gold ore fields by  primary 
geochemical halos by sampling of  the bed rocks (under the supervision of S. V. Grigoryan) 
In Fig. 3, the map of the distribution of gold in bed rocks  on the surface of the Buzluk area where the content of gold of 
more than 1 g/t occupy significant part of the area is brought. For the assessment of the perspective of the ore occurren-
ce in deepness the criteria of the vertical geochemical zoning of the primary halos of gold deposits [6] was used: along 
all the four profiles the sampling of the bed rocks on the surface of the value coefficient of zonality correspondent to the  
root sections of the ore-bearing interval. On this basis the perspectives of gold mineralization by deepness were 
estimated negatively.  
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Fig. 1. Secondary coronae of the scattering of gold, in mg/t 
-points of sampling of radical breeds  - sampling points of friable deposits 

 
 

 

Fig. 2. The gold content in the grab samples of the bedding rocks, in mg/t 

  -Sampling points of bedding rocks   -  river-bed Okhcha, 

-  contour of r. body , bort, composition 0.7 g/t, 
1,4 – Au in g/t (AAS analysis) 
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Fig. 3. Au anomalies on surface: 1 - intervals of the punctate trench sampling of bed rocks; 2 - float sampling; 
3 - numbers of sampling profiles. Gold content. 4 – 0,3-1 g/t; 5 – more 1 g/t. 

 
 

 
Fig. 4. Ore bodies in section. 

 
 

DISCUSSION 

Despite such kind of assessment Iran mining company ‘Jimko’ decided to check the justification of such kind of 
estimation by drilling two boreholes of horizontal drilling of 500-600 mm length as bucked ores were revealed on 
surface. Both boreholes completely confirmed the fast pinching out of ore grade mineralization with deepness (Fig. 4) 
confirming the correctness of geochemical evaluation. 
The results of this check made it possible for ‘Jimko’ to exclude 12 anomalies from the exploratory drilling works 
considered during geochemical works non-perspective.  
 
 

CONCLUSION 

In conclusion it should be mentioned that the above mentioned methods ensure a long-term stable development of the 
mining industry generally and in case of specific companies separately, thanks to decrease of cut-off grades of 
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industrially valuable elements when the blind bodies are becoming cropping out as well as widening the cycle of the 
extracted elements as a result of improvement of the technology of extracting associated components. 
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